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00:00:02 --> 00:00:06: Is here immediately to Jimmy is running on foot or
00:00:06 --> 00:00:07: polical manner?
00:00:07 --> 00:00:10: Both are hard to sell.
00:00:10 --> 00:00:15: Mozart's jumping, you already know your life also.
00:00:15 --> 00:00:20: Supreme was at me on mute and we don't know.
00:00:20 --> 00:00:25: The system will prove impossible questions.
00:00:28 --> 00:00:31: Super posedown
00:00:31 --> 00:00:35: listen up Hola sahasra. Could share her deposit.
00:00:35 --> 00:00:38: Consider licenser innovation.
00:00:38 --> 00:00:42: Haha, we modulate tourism messy bed.
00:00:45 --> 00:00:46: Usually me.
00:00:48 --> 00:00:52: Demi Campbell hold an event to Emmanuel Francois sure if
00:00:52 --> 00:00:57: you say there's actually has shown as shown in movie
00:00:57 --> 00:00:57: here,
00:00:57 --> 00:01:02: come across the concert, please anything.
00:01:02 --> 00:01:04: Lizzie, it could be.
00:01:06 --> 00:01:12: Travis shoulder flexion solicited. Proceed directly,
00:01:12 --> 00:01:15: factor accelerators?
00:01:15 --> 00:01:18: If you have something on your opinion,
00:01:18 --> 00:01:21: maybe you sounds lounge retirement.
00:01:21 --> 00:01:28: We can factor accelerator the transition sweetie with the

transition.
00:01:28 --> 00:01:32: We're not quite happily 'cause it can stay home.
00:01:32 --> 00:01:36: Sounds kids only CAD how you put the concern.
00:01:36 --> 00:01:43: Innovation, equanimity, his gauge possible sanction mini.
00:01:43 --> 00:01:47: Sit down, put it, Conservatives say yeah yeah,
00:01:47 --> 00:01:51: annoying. Nearby museum.
00:01:51 --> 00:01:55: This one is using innovation completion spaces.
00:01:55 --> 00:01:58: You like that down.
00:01:58 --> 00:02:04: Only pop back to her distribution digital service.
00:02:04 --> 00:02:08: More costly mobile connected on cellular.
00:02:08 --> 00:02:10: Me a computer.
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00:02:10 --> 00:02:15: It's just, you know, somebody normally rely.
00:02:15 --> 00:02:17: Matthew.
00:02:17 --> 00:02:19: Succeed the passenger.
00:02:21 --> 00:02:23: Espionage.
00:02:23 --> 00:02:28: New potato Pok??mon see.
00:02:28 --> 00:02:31: Volume and the people can exceed belongs.
00:02:31 --> 00:02:35: You should visit contradiction Chevrolets who presently.
00:02:35 --> 00:02:38: But yeah, no I won't do that.
00:02:38 --> 00:02:41: Cannot see Orthodox Jews. Well,
00:02:41 --> 00:02:42: I do need for bone manual.
00:02:44 --> 00:02:48: Mentos. We also know Camille Francois.
00:02:48 --> 00:02:51: Messy positive decisions will have EDC dogs.
00:02:51 --> 00:02:56: She look crazy. Don't go Fondateur de la smart building
00:02:56 --> 00:02:58: aliens for smart cities.
00:02:58 --> 00:03:01: Nokia design maybe? Tony don't look jacked,
00:03:01 --> 00:03:05: if possible it accompany tool is actor Jim,
00:03:05 --> 00:03:11: but IMO Edler deal dollar transition numeric combination that

transition
00:03:11 --> 00:03:11: on mortal.
00:03:11 --> 00:03:15: Avec objective even more the definition,
00:03:15 --> 00:03:22: the referencial decanter reference. Very tempted to

conference new marriage.
00:03:22 --> 00:03:26: Poor legibility, Sir. It is user G auto digital motor
00:03:26 --> 00:03:28: set the laundry numeric at Italy.
00:03:28 --> 00:03:33: Example with available referencial, ready to service.
00:03:33 --> 00:03:35: Kia in reference to Liberty.
00:03:35 --> 00:03:36: More connected.
00:03:39 --> 00:03:42: Messy Manuela hello.
00:03:42 --> 00:03:46: Ruben yeah yeah it will make you kick your supercell.
00:03:46 --> 00:03:47: Connect me.
00:03:51 --> 00:03:56: Rooster Pok??mon said Duke is sure to Posey.
00:03:56 --> 00:03:58: The term patellar, but accidentally in transition.
00:04:01 --> 00:04:03: Can you live without me?
00:04:03 --> 00:04:06: To share a scripture Mundo *****
00:04:06 --> 00:04:10: breed it is compatible. The consistory keyboard on their own
00:04:10 --> 00:04:12: mental economic see a passage.
00:04:15 --> 00:04:18: Identify an.
00:04:18 --> 00:04:21: Set the keys if it chemo.
00:04:21 --> 00:04:26: I didn't delete Erin, we actually really like transition in
00:04:26 --> 00:04:27: transition.
00:04:27 --> 00:04:29: Progressive Kitty initiated.
00:04:31 --> 00:04:34: There's no socket like it or it don't over here.
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00:04:34 --> 00:04:37: Probably see Morley consequence if they could tell it.
00:04:37 --> 00:04:40: Had a legal nurse.
00:04:40 --> 00:04:45: Recently lost anymore distance cycling etc etc.
00:04:45 --> 00:04:54: It doesn't cool captured will suck me appropriation Fiji

locations
00:04:54 --> 00:04:55: El.
00:04:55 --> 00:05:02: Obj just another passy's say nasty function departing I locker
00:05:02 --> 00:05:07: 162 and function psychology or function.
00:05:07 --> 00:05:10: You declare leprechaun Vida this copper,
00:05:10 --> 00:05:15: off. Yeah, and I've only an app where you already
00:05:15 --> 00:05:19: come to eat there in Sioux City.
00:05:19 --> 00:05:21: Sees activity, confers label Caprice.
00:05:21 --> 00:05:24: The Minnesota Lizzie.
00:05:24 --> 00:05:27: Less salty look. I will send you more.
00:05:27 --> 00:05:31: Void, legal, more. Departed the prison police car on new
00:05:31 --> 00:05:35: situation you more not redeem it on our back country.
00:05:35 --> 00:05:38: Lattarico apathy.
00:05:38 --> 00:05:42: Call memo teleconference on the buffer book please.
00:05:42 --> 00:05:45: If he casts could. This passage does or does not
00:05:45 --> 00:05:46: transfer.
00:05:46 --> 00:05:50: If I said to touch on it on the radio
00:05:50 --> 00:05:51: on.
00:05:51 --> 00:05:54: You could please if gas is just an example of
00:05:54 --> 00:05:55: capacity on purpose.
00:05:55 --> 00:05:58: Is it example again, more or less salty or loss
00:05:58 --> 00:05:59: anymore?
00:05:59 --> 00:06:01: She positive histamine 4S Q?
00:06:01 --> 00:06:04: See ya in Modi Silvia or Seneca they don't say
00:06:04 --> 00:06:08: said no so deeply that shamelessly take it apart not
00:06:08 --> 00:06:11: over Part 2 fair or the party need to.
00:06:11 --> 00:06:14: Fairlawn centralism election cycles. Surely Monday movie.
00:06:14 --> 00:06:18: A sequel for if it's more clear movie a server
00:06:18 --> 00:06:19: not iMovie.
00:06:19 --> 00:06:22: 8 residential here d'activite. Great book,
00:06:22 --> 00:06:28: please come to the hybrid is rape you real multi
00:06:29 --> 00:06:34: user multi activity Lisa Kosamattam or Fiji?
00:06:34 --> 00:06:36: Vida Sofia soap to excuse him.
00:06:36 --> 00:06:40: Or maybe it's more results on Weed alias and Purple
00:06:40 --> 00:06:41: Gerais.
00:06:41 --> 00:06:44: If it more folksy battimo swear book,
00:06:44 --> 00:06:47: please optimism doesn't SUSE know something?
00:06:47 --> 00:06:51: Automod optimization financiere Megan more overall model,
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00:06:51 --> 00:06:53: right?
00:06:53 --> 00:06:58: Not a place we keep us to sample now.
00:06:58 --> 00:07:02: Done, I said to transition their monkey breeder at all
00:07:02 --> 00:07:04: if it's more low priority.
00:07:04 --> 00:07:08: Supersuckers Sandy travel's birthday party at the

conference.
00:07:08 --> 00:07:13: Numeric so confused, sad official electric El Eclair secure

orders
00:07:13 --> 00:07:16: amount collected eternity on Atreus,
00:07:16 --> 00:07:19: Connectica Zemo Liberty. More void connected.
00:07:19 --> 00:07:24: Let mobility right connected to stay connected.
00:07:24 --> 00:07:28: Although the moon we are in certain possibility.
00:07:28 --> 00:07:33: He lost supposed apologetic, they said possibility laterally,
00:07:33 --> 00:07:38: juice Cueva Klix what is address usual afford those

jurisdictions
00:07:38 --> 00:07:42: subject Gouveia knows a poor company said transition

before the
00:07:43 --> 00:07:47: reference in the reference at the conference say simply Ricky
00:07:47 --> 00:07:49: 50 more see. Come over.
00:07:49 --> 00:07:51: Jerry said possibility come over.
00:07:51 --> 00:07:55: Jerry said Donnie Locker, like his actual loser Rita,
00:07:55 --> 00:07:59: suppose instead question Alicia Planetarian
00:07:59 --> 00:08:03: Please give it more power that has admitted this Yuma
00:08:03 --> 00:08:05: perceive overlap on me so well.
00:08:05 --> 00:08:10: Suki song contaminate Gujarati contamination salsa if you

lost the
00:08:11 --> 00:08:12: exact model memo.
00:08:12 --> 00:08:15: Lemon problematic compared TK applied research,
00:08:15 --> 00:08:19: sepa. Love y'all know he'll knock on carbon the shack
00:08:20 --> 00:08:20: Sequoia.
00:08:22 --> 00:08:25: OK, I see Manila.
00:08:25 --> 00:08:30: Beach Key the quad.
00:08:30 --> 00:08:32: What are they?
00:08:32 --> 00:08:36: Usually I don't know.
00:08:36 --> 00:08:38: Under or something like yours,
00:08:38 --> 00:08:42: reporting that their efficiency over on some also do this
00:08:42 --> 00:08:44: past Sunday Vina.
00:08:44 --> 00:08:46: It is in fact a Peugeot kimonos.
00:08:46 --> 00:08:49: They don't resist this past hour,
00:08:49 --> 00:08:50: no tomorrow.
00:08:53 --> 00:08:56: There are lots of this football or even with experience
00:08:56 --> 00:09:00: at the sunset is actually a reference source under electrodes
00:09:00 --> 00:09:00: on me.
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00:09:00 --> 00:09:02: But then she speaks. Scale up your uncle.
00:09:04 --> 00:09:06: OK.
00:09:06 --> 00:09:11: Is that your bunnies market affect the structure associated?
00:09:11 --> 00:09:15: I only send the case you know,
00:09:15 --> 00:09:19: say Baja liquid activity.
00:09:19 --> 00:09:21: Admin.
00:09:21 --> 00:09:23: Pepperoni
00:09:23 --> 00:09:27: did, that company don't disappear lipolytic public.
00:09:27 --> 00:09:29: Product bunkers
00:09:29 --> 00:09:33: Who is your comments here?
00:09:33 --> 00:09:35: Tony
00:09:35 --> 00:09:39: want to play, but everything he could maybe Doctor

presented
00:09:39 --> 00:09:41: back document exact genre.
00:09:41 --> 00:09:45: You don't put it on examples to mostly specific lapuma,
00:09:45 --> 00:09:47: particularly for the.
00:09:49 --> 00:09:51: Exposure.
00:09:51 --> 00:09:54: Document document it local National Historic.
00:09:54 --> 00:09:55: This was Sunday.
00:09:57 --> 00:10:00: More on the document. It will speak with some of
00:10:00 --> 00:10:02: the larger the total ready to do patients.
00:10:02 --> 00:10:06: It photographically will shortly be farther away.
00:10:06 --> 00:10:10: So Mike said the Heights at the huddle together.
00:10:10 --> 00:10:14: Meet up with you. Make usually often counted when users
00:10:14 --> 00:10:19: two FA optimism Piska two click on Villa regulations are
00:10:19 --> 00:10:23: Como Permet la Distanciation physic don't expect public.
00:10:23 --> 00:10:26: Sorry, say Patella don't similar proximity.
00:10:26 --> 00:10:29: This upper upper result. If I exhaustively ideas,
00:10:29 --> 00:10:31: icon mask Maker, talk about local mercilessly,
00:10:31 --> 00:10:34: but demand.
00:10:34 --> 00:10:36: We can count the festival securities also to ask.
00:10:38 --> 00:10:42: We don't control the happy to take any sort.
00:10:42 --> 00:10:46: If Demo OS service take the.
00:10:46 --> 00:10:47: Legend of what you did.
00:10:47 --> 00:10:49: The best, more energetic songs.
00:10:49 --> 00:10:53: Iconic soul transfer in time they will be actually Commerce
00:10:53 --> 00:10:56: it another person this past week or facility,
00:10:56 --> 00:10:59: Accessibility, Commerce or Audrey on apricots,
00:10:59 --> 00:11:03: milk, commercial therapy, daily Uzma Yamaha.
00:11:03 --> 00:11:06: Small sample program leader present on the soccer team or
00:11:06 --> 00:11:06: NYT.
00:11:06 --> 00:11:09: This office commercial over sexy commercial.
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00:11:09 --> 00:11:12: Little is as soon as a presenter Differential SoC order
00:11:12 --> 00:11:16: system Philadelphia they could prepare us facility by

example.
00:11:16 --> 00:11:19: Embarrassed or with this particular version.
00:11:19 --> 00:11:23: Basketball trick or more allophone affirmation?
00:11:23 --> 00:11:25: Practice users, you asked if he could,
00:11:25 --> 00:11:29: you know, capacity this past super Duper Madonna citrus,
00:11:29 --> 00:11:33: structural, devoted issues. In addition to service.
00:11:35 --> 00:11:37: Nothing violent when I can get in Commerce.
00:11:37 --> 00:11:40: If two conditions dynamically address it.
00:11:40 --> 00:11:45: Somebody will be just assuming that Rice will address won't
00:11:45 --> 00:11:49: see her up in Hillary Commercia unexpectedly.
00:11:49 --> 00:11:52: You don't get back till Bella's no longer situation.
00:11:52 --> 00:11:55: Mark Taylor or Roku.
00:11:55 --> 00:11:59: Customize your happy school without video to more napping

so
00:11:59 --> 00:12:02: nobody's my tactically over they lose may of RAC,
00:12:02 --> 00:12:06: Dustin issues that only specific.
00:12:06 --> 00:12:10: Games with Alexander Fleming shows that young so

example.
00:12:10 --> 00:12:12: Most poppy.
00:12:12 --> 00:12:14: I don't see either prevent Rica.
00:12:14 --> 00:12:17: Mr Miller. You don't alone will not reset it,
00:12:17 --> 00:12:21: loser. A general tip cone on my energies.
00:12:21 --> 00:12:24: Are you excited that this set?
00:12:24 --> 00:12:26: Looks like we're done. You need.
00:12:26 --> 00:12:29: They will see the the locality Gladhill proper asset to
00:12:29 --> 00:12:32: capacity of heavy commercial approaches.
00:12:32 --> 00:12:36: Commercial soon arrival accessible.
00:12:36 --> 00:12:40: I'm turning onto renewed fashion that would only special

week.
00:12:40 --> 00:12:42: Now we got everybody did.
00:12:45 --> 00:12:48: Situation.
00:12:48 --> 00:12:52: Now his product you hustle Kitten you can target availability.
00:12:52 --> 00:12:56: We control him inside the movie Daughter prison.
00:12:56 --> 00:12:57: Early shift.
00:12:59 --> 00:13:02: Considering.
00:13:02 --> 00:13:04: Thank you so much this year.
00:13:04 --> 00:13:08: OK, so put those sell more tickets online.
00:13:08 --> 00:13:09: Based on photo cell motility,
00:13:09 --> 00:13:13: have a cigar smoke group who are descended guide Bureau.
00:13:13 --> 00:13:17: Sub credible she saw some mayors Irish adolescent

cornered.
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00:13:17 --> 00:13:22: Wait, I mean you don't do something.
00:13:22 --> 00:13:24: Song put on cell motility.
00:13:24 --> 00:13:26: It also left this year.
00:13:26 --> 00:13:29: Sidebar passcode is emmanuella opposite itself.
00:13:29 --> 00:13:32: We can never play my tweets and Karpeles sure of
00:13:32 --> 00:13:35: unconscious activity movie year.
00:13:35 --> 00:13:39: He don't appear to actually lose cell and people cannot
00:13:39 --> 00:13:41: possibility desertion.
00:13:41 --> 00:13:42: Please return often called,
00:13:45 --> 00:13:49: substitute for Metolius anarchism. Contact yours,
00:13:49 --> 00:13:52: Lizzie, Carla crash, not Vector produced a material is off
00:13:52 --> 00:13:55: on the passenger travel or sick on on Google.
00:14:04 --> 00:14:05: The unique
00:14:08 --> 00:14:11: we talked. Gotta wait.
00:14:15 --> 00:14:20: Go back to store. They don't label me AutoCAD.
00:14:20 --> 00:14:24: Yeap to say.
00:14:24 --> 00:14:30: Supposedly Christian, the commercial Programmer Gear

solid travel apart the
00:14:30 --> 00:14:35: calculations in situation crazy kelisa capacity at home

service.
00:14:35 --> 00:14:39: Do they have to be plus session develop only partially
00:14:39 --> 00:14:41: been OK as soon as they can dissolve.
00:14:41 --> 00:14:45: Ability may only issue her.
00:14:45 --> 00:14:49: This is embarrassing social skills.
00:14:49 --> 00:14:52: Muscular something keleti. They don't come with Kelly

Moore.
00:14:52 --> 00:14:54: My contribution security. For example,
00:14:54 --> 00:14:59: electricity murdered with a provide systematic nordonia

levela.
00:14:59 --> 00:15:02: Sounds like an old piece of study service to solve
00:15:02 --> 00:15:06: the services pass Jackson member or promoter relevancy so

that
00:15:06 --> 00:15:08: imaginary celebrations to become too late.
00:15:08 --> 00:15:13: War with retro serviceable energy Valley culture.
00:15:13 --> 00:15:15: We plan to eat.
00:15:15 --> 00:15:19: The traditions directly hardware as healing.
00:15:19 --> 00:15:23: He's talking about Suriya, come on,
00:15:23 --> 00:15:26: come back exist toys?
00:15:26 --> 00:15:29: I do need to this owner crooner pass IT service
00:15:29 --> 00:15:32: and proposal like assume Revolution Super,
00:15:32 --> 00:15:35: super excited about this overlay manual.
00:15:35 --> 00:15:37: I need a more allows you never.
00:15:37 --> 00:15:40: You soon will have a lot elective was under.
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00:15:42 --> 00:15:46: Wait, it's pretty cool.
00:15:46 --> 00:15:49: Only if it's similar email.
00:15:49 --> 00:15:50: I'm so sorry. Thank you,
00:15:50 --> 00:15:51: look very nice.
00:15:54 --> 00:15:57: You don't even know it look.
00:15:57 --> 00:16:00: I said certainly one more unit tests are only and
00:16:00 --> 00:16:04: exactly do I fix some dinner or proving you're sure.
00:16:06 --> 00:16:12: Universal, separated in universal and you said that you have
00:16:12 --> 00:16:16: a junior Buddha to answer or so to.
00:16:16 --> 00:16:18: You too, Sir, it is.
00:16:18 --> 00:16:21: This is gonna filter open data.
00:16:21 --> 00:16:22: Once you, once you open that,
00:16:22 --> 00:16:26: I softer. It's way more true to self unless you
00:16:26 --> 00:16:27: know who knows.
00:16:27 --> 00:16:29: Lucy may come on.
00:16:32 --> 00:16:36: To create more contributory, I said traffic show the point
00:16:36 --> 00:16:36: you digital.
00:16:39 --> 00:16:42: Digital songs, do you want higher distance digital or

something
00:16:42 --> 00:16:44: like connections with the Members?
00:16:44 --> 00:16:47: Such a strong direction?
00:16:47 --> 00:16:48: See, it depends if parking is on display.
00:16:51 --> 00:16:53: Success. It is wiki exists only provider.
00:16:53 --> 00:16:58: Her civil guard on a traveler station Mariana decomposition

primitive
00:16:58 --> 00:17:02: station mom surface disposed asset plus or nobody virtually

matricula
00:17:02 --> 00:17:03: para donis.
00:17:03 --> 00:17:07: Massage your quelques sector. Hold on this post Bar is
00:17:07 --> 00:17:08: a sector or particular.
00:17:08 --> 00:17:13: So the sector Bureau know conservatorship to buy some

Regina.
00:17:13 --> 00:17:16: Welcome up verify system for your name.
00:17:16 --> 00:17:19: Love a philosophical sleep last Tuesday,
00:17:19 --> 00:17:23: so Microsoft emotionalism adorable sweater effect here.
00:17:25 --> 00:17:27: Digital.
00:17:27 --> 00:17:29: Did you study guide habitat?
00:17:29 --> 00:17:34: Don't certain possible laxity or.
00:17:34 --> 00:17:36: For example, step in person perspective.
00:17:36 --> 00:17:38: How is Ella's company imagine naked?
00:17:38 --> 00:17:40: You could work in American greed.
00:17:40 --> 00:17:43: Executive ask her please.
00:17:43 --> 00:17:46: Looking for my key at this position on do not
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00:17:46 --> 00:17:47: promote squishes.
00:17:47 --> 00:17:50: Was it hope you had those off on Apple's affair
00:17:50 --> 00:17:54: much mostly mobile cyber Warfare 2 sweet pepperbush

wondering Hotel
00:17:54 --> 00:17:58: Moon Professor yes implement those wonders pulley like his

throw
00:17:58 --> 00:18:01: another ship online exam press up.
00:18:01 --> 00:18:04: Yeah, hold me down.
00:18:04 --> 00:18:07: Anyway, there's only apartment there is receiving kiss 'cause

we
00:18:07 --> 00:18:10: provide you don't see like crazy like this most wanted.
00:18:10 --> 00:18:14: The Escalas should probably, maybe gigs that don't

developing.
00:18:14 --> 00:18:19: The official said Lizzie Market West Valley's approval.
00:18:19 --> 00:18:21: Ask who proposes that question,
00:18:21 --> 00:18:24: but one possible cause I've had probably a boy until
00:18:24 --> 00:18:27: his own room under guard is used Finacea more come
00:18:27 --> 00:18:28: over your issues.
00:18:28 --> 00:18:31: Miss you can say bye bye my said kiss.
00:18:31 --> 00:18:34: It gets more lovely packaging moving boxes.
00:18:34 --> 00:18:36: This is sample of amq.
00:18:36 --> 00:18:38: Is this something also to visit reflections?
00:18:41 --> 00:18:45: Address just in contribution address.
00:18:45 --> 00:18:50: Commercial philodice commercial fabric advised the boys are

future person.
00:18:50 --> 00:18:54: Would you shoot your cousin mobility?
00:18:54 --> 00:18:57: Traffic is also terminal.
00:18:57 --> 00:19:01: Wait, so shut up. Very messy,
00:19:01 --> 00:19:04: messy.
00:19:04 --> 00:19:06: Yeah, hold on.
00:19:06 --> 00:19:11: Did you, investor partner? Could you put your presentation

presentator?
00:19:13 --> 00:19:16: We are not much will keep their phones not city
00:19:16 --> 00:19:19: year should invest your phone camera still only is also
00:19:19 --> 00:19:22: reasonable to do linear gedolim ability.
00:19:22 --> 00:19:25: It's more like an definition.
00:19:25 --> 00:19:30: You should physically Betsy more should schedule this

transfer serious
00:19:30 --> 00:19:30: math now.
00:19:30 --> 00:19:35: Left shoulder motion brochure at the most.
00:19:35 --> 00:19:37: He Taylor.
00:19:37 --> 00:19:40: You know water on off on easy on them.
00:19:40 --> 00:19:44: You know you want to pull out like most good
00:19:44 --> 00:19:45: short again.
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00:19:45 --> 00:19:48: We do not. I could essentially.
00:19:50 --> 00:19:54: I'm looking multicenter set transformation.
00:19:54 --> 00:19:57: Nothing Lou one. Look for possible.
00:20:00 --> 00:20:01: Jedi.
00:20:03 --> 00:20:06: How do you see your feedback?
00:20:06 --> 00:20:09: You're special, you want the amount depth hey,
00:20:09 --> 00:20:12: yeah yeah yeah no meant it could still sitting on
00:20:13 --> 00:20:15: the next hotel of accelerated consumption.
00:20:15 --> 00:20:17: Asia.
00:20:17 --> 00:20:25: Leicester City probably almost your prefer to make sure,
00:20:25 --> 00:20:26: yeah.
00:20:30 --> 00:20:36: 2. Bridget US show it with your car and geographical.
00:20:36 --> 00:20:39: We kind of here met Noel and content genitals under
00:20:39 --> 00:20:43: medical profession and we can consult has more questions.
00:20:43 --> 00:20:46: This activity do prediction.
00:20:46 --> 00:20:49: So my soon. Did you get through this past year
00:20:49 --> 00:20:50: graphic to police car?
00:20:50 --> 00:20:53: Just pulled ownership camera.
00:20:53 --> 00:20:58: You can smoke some like rational practice based on good
00:20:58 --> 00:21:00: horse and only take down sample.
00:21:00 --> 00:21:05: So worst offender mental effort is please senator or he
00:21:05 --> 00:21:11: or force considerably more research the technology and

music lessons
00:21:11 --> 00:21:12: were offered.
00:21:12 --> 00:21:15: Do too far distance.
00:21:15 --> 00:21:19: Utopia key assumption if it's you.
00:21:19 --> 00:21:22: Computer will sit.
00:21:22 --> 00:21:25: Yeah, at least Slack lizum really.
00:21:25 --> 00:21:32: Teams explosive portable so aggressive show on Sheena

Dingtalk replication
00:21:32 --> 00:21:34: the zoom deliberately.
00:21:34 --> 00:21:37: I see I do some units that are.
00:21:37 --> 00:21:42: Yeah what I region is Mirage warfare.
00:21:42 --> 00:21:45: How are you?
00:21:45 --> 00:21:47: The next one.
00:21:47 --> 00:21:50: Plus more, and New York is yours and he can
00:21:50 --> 00:21:51: give you permission.
00:21:51 --> 00:21:54: Then he gets there.
00:21:54 --> 00:21:58: Medium plus carry Monday. The Erb 210 result.
00:21:58 --> 00:22:03: His ears must ripen. Lugi pay more linear urea catfish
00:22:03 --> 00:22:08: success shows you SF theater do blast Singapore.
00:22:08 --> 00:22:09: Tempted to turn this off.
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00:22:09 --> 00:22:14: Dematteis it, we're partners. Do presence physique.
00:22:14 --> 00:22:21: Got celibate computer earlier to recover pornographic

pornography.
00:22:21 --> 00:22:25: The normal noise will get easier to please come Sir,
00:22:25 --> 00:22:29: yes it. St Lizzie Color or Sheena.
00:22:29 --> 00:22:35: Fundeni you are uncounted. Select people only calling.
00:22:35 --> 00:22:39: Preferred issues under there are same or at the store
00:22:39 --> 00:22:43: so you know where the Mempool are elected in its
00:22:43 --> 00:22:44: New Testament.
00:22:44 --> 00:22:48: Yeah, I don't even do this now.
00:22:48 --> 00:22:51: Uh, it's about 4:00 o'clock.
00:22:53 --> 00:22:57: The trip is mystici not fully much.
00:22:57 --> 00:23:01: Post comment looted. Have Asian para rest,
00:23:01 --> 00:23:06: and must do production. Here is Aria.
00:23:06 --> 00:23:08: The function of the.
00:23:10 --> 00:23:12: Socially awkward
00:23:12 --> 00:23:17: what is a constant books on his socialism proposed this
00:23:17 --> 00:23:22: idea for physics and we can discuss having machine I
00:23:22 --> 00:23:24: wake the dead person.
00:23:24 --> 00:23:29: Do you have converted over to thermal transforming

services?
00:23:29 --> 00:23:31: Mr Walking shoes.
00:23:31 --> 00:23:38: The moment you know entails local one secure Assassin

Commission
00:23:38 --> 00:23:40: professional JICA.
00:23:40 --> 00:23:43: Book about me.
00:23:43 --> 00:23:46: Can you take the leash on the do not format
00:23:47 --> 00:23:50: your parcel more LA visual cuscuna for surface on the
00:23:50 --> 00:23:51: well.
00:23:53 --> 00:23:56: Israeli resuscitate.
00:23:56 --> 00:24:01: Shortly, John yeah, sacred after conception it only kind is
00:24:01 --> 00:24:01: it.
00:24:01 --> 00:24:06: Is it in? Move your phone fools windows thanks also.
00:24:06 --> 00:24:09: So then it yeah.
00:24:09 --> 00:24:11: Also two sticker preview music.
00:24:11 --> 00:24:16: Does your fancy ablate division many parabola via?
00:24:16 --> 00:24:18: Through Dec.
00:24:18 --> 00:24:20: Yeah, that's true.
00:24:20 --> 00:24:25: Did you fix the toilet there?
00:24:25 --> 00:24:28: Except his own Bruno.
00:24:28 --> 00:24:32: An example of one or mathematic professional will be noon.
00:24:32 --> 00:24:36: Acutes knew that this year exalted Chris can consider the
00:24:36 --> 00:24:39: only large NFL analyst is small or pure numerate,
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00:24:39 --> 00:24:44: and we can conclude super convenient to present to the
00:24:44 --> 00:24:45: shift shift.
00:24:45 --> 00:24:48: Yes, it's weird.
00:24:48 --> 00:24:53: Antiemetic said that's enough you had his own jemmett

analysts
00:24:53 --> 00:24:56: more or self ever is used for.
00:24:56 --> 00:24:58: Accident.
00:24:58 --> 00:25:00: It should get you there.
00:25:00 --> 00:25:02: Did you get in my newsletter Janise?
00:25:05 --> 00:25:07: It's your move.
00:25:07 --> 00:25:10: Credit will be sure you know older brother or the
00:25:10 --> 00:25:10: junior.
00:25:10 --> 00:25:13: Shoot it again spoke so now I say he's off
00:25:13 --> 00:25:14: in Richardson.
00:25:14 --> 00:25:20: Richard economically classified. The more it is attack me.
00:25:20 --> 00:25:23: Local, I don't care for you so much that it
00:25:23 --> 00:25:24: looked.
00:25:24 --> 00:25:26: Dealt with it. Fuqua if it's more,
00:25:26 --> 00:25:29: but they prefer CD novado cater cater,
00:25:29 --> 00:25:34: horror show. All pornography would chose occur or starting

their
00:25:34 --> 00:25:36: own work coming up.
00:25:36 --> 00:25:39: It will kill a lot less time in Alaska issues
00:25:39 --> 00:25:40: this time or for this,
00:25:40 --> 00:25:43: Software is simple central post,
00:25:43 --> 00:25:46: twice within the console question cuz every queue.
00:25:46 --> 00:25:49: So I put at home wondering so I put it
00:25:50 --> 00:25:54: how long T measure due to corrosion complete manaya.
00:25:54 --> 00:25:58: OK mess, you know?
00:25:58 --> 00:26:00: Sword.
00:26:00 --> 00:26:03: You see the public with you and you sleep with
00:26:03 --> 00:26:03: you can air.
00:26:03 --> 00:26:06: Could you connect Particulare Mongo said,
00:26:06 --> 00:26:08: please attend the the Design pack,
00:26:08 --> 00:26:11: positive or negative? What is impact of positive or negative?
00:26:11 --> 00:26:13: But I'm also diluted form continue,
00:26:13 --> 00:26:14: or space?
00:26:16 --> 00:26:17: At all today was useful.
00:26:19 --> 00:26:24: Start up on general if it's not startups without reprise,
00:26:24 --> 00:26:28: provision to prevent possible. So what is he not working?
00:26:28 --> 00:26:33: Cap with hygiene facilities specifically support?
00:26:33 --> 00:26:39: Napoleon result secure list after I share lock whistles.
00:26:39 --> 00:26:43: Most that old count second book solution started now Design
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00:26:43 --> 00:26:44: group Alicia should do it.
00:26:44 --> 00:26:46: Focus on the Canadian website.
00:26:46 --> 00:26:49: They should already know.
00:26:49 --> 00:26:51: If you can shoot on Carousel,
00:26:51 --> 00:26:53: who will be more heavy?
00:26:53 --> 00:26:59: Load customers from the cache's deficit reduction for

Security Service,
00:26:59 --> 00:27:01: Sir.
00:27:01 --> 00:27:05: Universe Good solution is to serve the long term.
00:27:05 --> 00:27:07: She's she's on my end.
00:27:07 --> 00:27:09: I mean the food you want to eat at his
00:27:10 --> 00:27:10: own.
00:27:10 --> 00:27:13: It will you but. My delivered full set,
00:27:13 --> 00:27:18: another nearly defunct Australia tripod there looking.
00:27:18 --> 00:27:20: I'm calling from kis children,
00:27:20 --> 00:27:24: Mr. Small capital look was impossible it up with the
00:27:24 --> 00:27:27: museum external 4th pursuit near Lily startup.
00:27:27 --> 00:27:30: Well, since it's a country song,,
00:27:30 --> 00:27:35: so surely party pop ticket Liberty pub date with your
00:27:35 --> 00:27:38: boss kills all amplifiers we noticed.
00:27:38 --> 00:27:42: Chevy put to ship out stays as well as reality
00:27:42 --> 00:27:42: shows.
00:27:42 --> 00:27:48: the Democrat Party promoter by only promoter in prepress

near
00:27:48 --> 00:27:53: the exact the vault or distance Duke lost his account
00:27:53 --> 00:27:54: accidentally.
00:27:54 --> 00:27:58: Tell me the field exact new target distance.
00:27:58 --> 00:28:02: You get extra more extra month after.
00:28:02 --> 00:28:05: Considerably more limits here.
00:28:05 --> 00:28:07: Take care due to the updates.
00:28:07 --> 00:28:11: Another nickname, actually, they protect you.
00:28:11 --> 00:28:13: Consume a book. Who do capital.
00:28:13 --> 00:28:19: Notable prison professor. Instant buying deferred extreme is

no more.
00:28:19 --> 00:28:21: Who could have debt Trevino demo?
00:28:21 --> 00:28:23: It took two days already protect you,
00:28:23 --> 00:28:27: opposite Bouchard did prevail.
00:28:27 --> 00:28:30: Before Mr Mr. Opposite Shore Lexus added.
00:28:30 --> 00:28:32: Pusha LL Volvo Dremel susno's market.
00:28:32 --> 00:28:36: At the previous share, secretive Motory be took his own
00:28:36 --> 00:28:38: protective opposite boost,
00:28:38 --> 00:28:43: your capital capitalists motor Controller phone soon will be

small.
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00:28:43 --> 00:28:46: Achieve more security. Please confirm this show.
00:28:46 --> 00:28:52: Analysts more do not tell the whole final scene partner
00:28:52 --> 00:28:52: started.
00:28:52 --> 00:28:57: He only lost more capacity to this field.
00:28:57 --> 00:29:01: First, one of positive finalist is more fun with this
00:29:01 --> 00:29:02: model nude.
00:29:02 --> 00:29:04: Apple Samsung phone.
00:29:04 --> 00:29:07: Dennis Morgan calling with people there this year.
00:29:12 --> 00:29:14: That first.
00:29:14 --> 00:29:16: OK, now I see.
00:29:18 --> 00:29:21: So look at the time anyway.
00:29:21 --> 00:29:25: Contributing factor could have accidentally see,
00:29:25 --> 00:29:31: so that forfeited this only this pass's coupons with replicable.
00:29:31 --> 00:29:36: After ceasing to see key email.
00:29:36 --> 00:29:39: And if you want it automatically orchestrate possibility,
00:29:39 --> 00:29:42: look clearer. Kecil, atomization, L'econome platform,
00:29:42 --> 00:29:45: the series. Given parametric Potter,
00:29:45 --> 00:29:48: he looked in his assumed this pass would mobility.
00:29:48 --> 00:29:54: Will Robbie laundry on can you connect Bruce actually more
00:29:54 --> 00:29:55: social mobility.
00:29:55 --> 00:29:59: A class with this particular legislation?
00:29:59 --> 00:30:03: Automobile with you? Or are we on MSA on a
00:30:03 --> 00:30:05: dress ivory problem?
00:30:05 --> 00:30:11: Say on Pasadena society to naval appropriately and sit on
00:30:11 --> 00:30:12: AVR users?
00:30:12 --> 00:30:15: Elaborate? Real privative.
00:30:15 --> 00:30:19: Side note, the mode only villain they sought reveal,
00:30:19 --> 00:30:24: so too is clearly linear easement unless chassis profi you
00:30:24 --> 00:30:26: invite your packaging.
00:30:26 --> 00:30:30: The men polydisperse if it's more of a Mesa,
00:30:30 --> 00:30:33: says Maletis may fit. You must see the the new
00:30:33 --> 00:30:36: model economique like this is past.
00:30:36 --> 00:30:39: Privative exist as part AG,
00:30:39 --> 00:30:44: Christmas were non domain do not herpes who don't

demand
00:30:44 --> 00:30:45: mem privative.
00:30:45 --> 00:30:50: Department or Robbie Salama on handle all policy Liberty,
00:30:50 --> 00:30:55: modeled MA sure Syniverse user's account by node of the
00:30:55 --> 00:30:59: new model economic because you will forfeit easy set idea
00:30:59 --> 00:31:02: and for fail over waxy atonement,
00:31:02 --> 00:31:04: Gary.
00:31:04 --> 00:31:08: It could be week about TV would pathology?
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00:31:08 --> 00:31:12: It will sit on the mobility.
00:31:12 --> 00:31:15: Who's that say this one or the other?
00:31:15 --> 00:31:21: It's a adult facilities, global motion party batimala battimo

remember
00:31:21 --> 00:31:24: civilian Vacuette Clinic more year.
00:31:24 --> 00:31:27: Our localization.
00:31:27 --> 00:31:32: Sponsored two laser set measures on that Kirrawee Malik rail
00:31:32 --> 00:31:37: million new value occupy caravello service Yella he said

there
00:31:37 --> 00:31:39: are some initial system.
00:31:39 --> 00:31:41: Service cover
00:31:41 --> 00:31:46: see more detail on the musical barbarity motivates Monkey

Suit.
00:31:46 --> 00:31:49: Easy for soccer.
00:31:49 --> 00:31:51: The partner to do dishes.
00:31:51 --> 00:31:54: I saw that on top box on my with imaginisce
00:31:54 --> 00:31:55: UNESCO before fair.
00:31:55 --> 00:31:57: I like this system wiki permit.
00:31:57 --> 00:32:00: Doximity Cemetery.
00:32:00 --> 00:32:02: How to beat a copper works.
00:32:02 --> 00:32:05: You pass that on to person's face on this person
00:32:05 --> 00:32:06: to duty session session,
00:32:06 --> 00:32:10: please. At least it's more probably versus on this box.
00:32:10 --> 00:32:12: And no Samsung coming measure.
00:32:12 --> 00:32:15: Papa Ala constellation member team.
00:32:15 --> 00:32:18: Wait to see if he did not sit down.
00:32:18 --> 00:32:23: Sit down shotgun measured and whether it can be cured.
00:32:23 --> 00:32:25: Rd
00:32:25 --> 00:32:27: remember this hobby?
00:32:27 --> 00:32:30: Yo no longer most Apple in the father.
00:32:30 --> 00:32:36: The cycle for example under this ecossais bias was he's
00:32:36 --> 00:32:37: nervous.
00:32:37 --> 00:32:41: Houston AP phenomena. Due to the city internals,
00:32:41 --> 00:32:45: the phone except tunnels that forms in case you are
00:32:45 --> 00:32:46: there.
00:32:46 --> 00:32:50: For example, we trusted Devonshire.
00:32:50 --> 00:32:52: Evil.
00:32:52 --> 00:32:54: Welcome, I guess you said with your camera.
00:32:56 --> 00:32:59: Good good good about you.
00:32:59 --> 00:33:03: Very hard to win. Oximeter
00:33:03 --> 00:33:07: Google Without invite continuously.
00:33:07 --> 00:33:09: Unique.
00:33:09 --> 00:33:10: Once you sit down slick here,
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00:33:10 --> 00:33:12: yeah, can people see ready now?
00:33:12 --> 00:33:15: Let us in proximity.
00:33:15 --> 00:33:19: Out of worldly corner.
00:33:19 --> 00:33:24: If yes, would provide infertility in Homer residency in

particular
00:33:24 --> 00:33:26: population where Dominic Libyans?
00:33:26 --> 00:33:28: Yeah, if you want a magic in this,
00:33:28 --> 00:33:31: is it? There were in presence,
00:33:31 --> 00:33:36: physique, soapbox and I don't know this one that's important
00:33:36 --> 00:33:38: to do the opposite.
00:33:38 --> 00:33:41: Native Iti most said motion proximity.
00:33:41 --> 00:33:44: I live not a more General Trees.
00:33:44 --> 00:33:47: They approve the top. The piece that Unk he founded
00:33:47 --> 00:33:50: the author shows that people see if he can be
00:33:50 --> 00:33:51: there.
00:33:51 --> 00:33:54: Please please consult liaison for Mia.
00:33:54 --> 00:33:57: Megan most haunted said proximity is in proximity.
00:33:57 --> 00:34:01: Users proximity takes over and more proximity.
00:34:01 --> 00:34:05: Eric Lasso city of you're not if possible.
00:34:05 --> 00:34:10: Typically lyrics personality. You would either over the prison

please
00:34:10 --> 00:34:14: their level you Carter said no strong Davila who truly
00:34:14 --> 00:34:16: service today's activity,
00:34:16 --> 00:34:20: so this Pony MA Rosario then card or the Marsha
00:34:20 --> 00:34:24: P merged into get some etiquette kilometers she only would
00:34:24 --> 00:34:28: service with activity someone you would reveal it kept KMC
00:34:28 --> 00:34:34: County vet on real soon the proximity fundamental simple

multi
00:34:34 --> 00:34:35: settle accessories.
00:34:35 --> 00:34:38: Then ask if it's strictly on,
00:34:38 --> 00:34:43: is any apnea, say to ski relative who service?
00:34:43 --> 00:34:49: Yeah come linearly by example Awakens web young.
00:34:49 --> 00:34:52: Sometimes it it would be obvious based on how easy
00:34:52 --> 00:34:55: I can predict your local install cash.
00:34:55 --> 00:34:58: Local Houston example.
00:34:58 --> 00:35:01: Do you need to enter in here?
00:35:01 --> 00:35:05: We should push for competency.
00:35:05 --> 00:35:07: Did you know? Micah, Panama,
00:35:07 --> 00:35:10: DoubleTree but rather see clear Docker?
00:35:13 --> 00:35:15: Fancy club
00:35:15 --> 00:35:17: multishot?
00:35:17 --> 00:35:22: Read it as deceptive muscle Susie.
00:35:22 --> 00:35:25: See I told you still assessing your calc calc piece
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00:35:25 --> 00:35:26: Tacoma,
00:35:26 --> 00:35:30: Metallica, senior family. We say rescued is Emanuel whose

crazy
00:35:30 --> 00:35:32: Aruba is the yeah right there.
00:35:32 --> 00:35:35: Don't fully program politic.
00:35:35 --> 00:35:36: For me to the municipal.
00:35:38 --> 00:35:41: Yeah, you said you started.
00:35:41 --> 00:35:44: Set up by 11.
00:35:44 --> 00:35:47: Can you gather? Lavish was.
00:35:49 --> 00:35:50: In here together.
00:35:54 --> 00:35:59: Measure this wildlife on Sally Shelomo GRC trivia.
00:35:59 --> 00:36:02: Natalia New Delhi. More complete,
00:36:02 --> 00:36:05: imagine you could on who?
00:36:05 --> 00:36:08: Countdown I'll send you can't kill America.
00:36:08 --> 00:36:10: Another person so that is,
00:36:10 --> 00:36:13: uh, still, you don't leave lingerie or send him and
00:36:13 --> 00:36:15: we don't have any center iPad 2 yet are to
00:36:16 --> 00:36:18: take out menu to them along with the pier.
00:36:20 --> 00:36:22: So I don't feel very imaginative.
00:36:22 --> 00:36:26: He said he'd imagine it or play imagination certain over
00:36:26 --> 00:36:26: the funniest,
00:36:26 --> 00:36:30: wisest, Pamela. There is some problems or forms are studied
00:36:30 --> 00:36:31: on cellular,
00:36:31 --> 00:36:34: presently available. If it is awful VN passage,
00:36:34 --> 00:36:38: zero percent apparently got replaced with my Yahoo

transforming party
00:36:38 --> 00:36:40: savior or maybe remote in Orlando.
00:36:40 --> 00:36:43: Dentist aspiration, directed by Paul total,
00:36:43 --> 00:36:46: more than actually. We consume Battle Moon will not publish
00:36:46 --> 00:36:49: one concerning to longer says it can be stored along
00:36:49 --> 00:36:51: booty actually toys if you don't have to keep your
00:36:51 --> 00:36:52: number percent.
00:36:54 --> 00:36:56: You see I put his order panel.
00:36:56 --> 00:36:57: It was for her comments.
00:36:57 --> 00:36:59: If he did the carrier to keep it on the
00:36:59 --> 00:37:00: planter looking here.
00:37:00 --> 00:37:03: Freedom Boutonnieres on transport,
00:37:03 --> 00:37:08: your deeper so the device device your computer.
00:37:08 --> 00:37:14: Alright also, or shall complete smaller sets at its best
00:37:14 --> 00:37:15: Boo.
00:37:15 --> 00:37:18: The two desired issues.
00:37:18 --> 00:37:21: Like I did, you don't look like a visa,
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00:37:21 --> 00:37:27: numa there. Yes, certain moratorium develops as a Claire
mayor.

00:37:27 --> 00:37:30: Consider something.
00:37:30 --> 00:37:32: Economy.
00:37:32 --> 00:37:36: A couple of the Montana.
00:37:36 --> 00:37:39: Yeah, book bookmark not on this email.
00:37:39 --> 00:37:42: I could be possibly connected layer.
00:37:42 --> 00:37:45: Is it broken up? Lucky he proudly.
00:37:45 --> 00:37:48: Lemongrass connected layer.
00:37:48 --> 00:37:52: He was taking a break may over.
00:37:52 --> 00:37:54: And then maybe that's true.
00:37:54 --> 00:37:59: Lonely model, why protect her plush if you fast commercial
00:37:59 --> 00:38:03: minima Delta Fania for them definition Privy to LD familiar
00:38:04 --> 00:38:04: at higher.
00:38:04 --> 00:38:07: Don't worry, I don't really know you notice to send
00:38:07 --> 00:38:08: you that one.
00:38:08 --> 00:38:10: Pasilla.
00:38:10 --> 00:38:13: Please get to her.
00:38:13 --> 00:38:17: Typos happen more generically, strongly supported.
00:38:20 --> 00:38:21: And was able to.
00:38:23 --> 00:38:28: With the powder prize Anna companion possible Seattle to

Seatac
00:38:28 --> 00:38:30: filament pump trailer.
00:38:30 --> 00:38:32: Who sets up a level?
00:38:34 --> 00:38:35: Word to look at myself.
00:38:38 --> 00:38:43: I'm going furj boskus yeah.
00:38:43 --> 00:38:45: Lawsky
00:38:45 --> 00:38:49: ask him all web leads without nukes account video.
00:38:49 --> 00:38:53: Guadalupe Lupe specifically.
00:38:53 --> 00:38:58: Realist, moment here.
00:38:58 --> 00:39:00: Is are you lose?
00:39:00 --> 00:39:04: Vanilla Tricky mission is faster.
00:39:04 --> 00:39:09: You also had a. One special sendoff appears to kill
00:39:09 --> 00:39:13: person and you don't want your site by example.
00:39:13 --> 00:39:18: Kameme don't magical purposes duralex tired the more so

we
00:39:18 --> 00:39:22: come in your psyche over the white Scituate but one
00:39:22 --> 00:39:29: dissatisfied with high school like capacity watercolor truly

host Leicester
00:39:29 --> 00:39:32: City Maximum so depressing our journey.
00:39:32 --> 00:39:37: But this is more I believe that those orders of
00:39:38 --> 00:39:38: Hunter.
00:39:38 --> 00:39:41: Walk, walk.
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00:39:41 --> 00:39:43: I guess you configure it.
00:39:43 --> 00:39:48: Don't comment. Decker swerve about you that it does show
00:39:48 --> 00:39:53: you the doors now onto St knows your lender.
00:39:53 --> 00:39:57: Do you wanna come ask more?
00:39:57 --> 00:40:01: Well one in non problem don't have prediction.
00:40:01 --> 00:40:05: I'll do antagonist when I've got you on my guns
00:40:05 --> 00:40:07: just for that prediction.
00:40:07 --> 00:40:10: Square with Satya.
00:40:10 --> 00:40:15: And offered a lot more beyond that also does not
00:40:15 --> 00:40:18: project manager in the force.
00:40:18 --> 00:40:21: It opens o'clock is here.
00:40:21 --> 00:40:23: It is your picture.
00:40:25 --> 00:40:30: Death could lead on this working shoes.
00:40:30 --> 00:40:32: You know it's Nick Parker.
00:40:36 --> 00:40:38: So I can't prove that talk.
00:40:38 --> 00:40:40: This computer is gay.
00:40:40 --> 00:40:42: OK, message me when.
00:40:46 --> 00:40:53: How much he comes with easy yeah the.
00:40:53 --> 00:40:58: Yeah yeah internal ski Katie axilla re on your upper
00:40:58 --> 00:40:59: of over 50.
00:40:59 --> 00:41:00: More on.
00:41:02 --> 00:41:04: About power vehicle bit more,
00:41:04 --> 00:41:08: other she said yes. This issue here has one Dominique
00:41:08 --> 00:41:11: swollen ocean disposal have impacts on yeah.
00:41:11 --> 00:41:16: 50 more. See if you know in population these reports
00:41:16 --> 00:41:19: on ya gluteus IKEA not situation.
00:41:19 --> 00:41:23: Is it this box autosave outbox on vote at Allergy
00:41:24 --> 00:41:26: Namona region tunnels?
00:41:26 --> 00:41:29: Internals do full basically 50 more calls,
00:41:29 --> 00:41:34: every middle. Disproven, poxon person in immature for

similarly to
00:41:34 --> 00:41:35: leisure holiday fans.
00:41:35 --> 00:41:39: Yeah, yes it truly movie entropy skidata over serious Italy
00:41:39 --> 00:41:41: Commerce over of your monkeys.
00:41:41 --> 00:41:45: He's not Iowa, said transport guitar work school,
00:41:45 --> 00:41:50: federal and emotional support. So he said the monsoon.
00:41:50 --> 00:41:53: Yeah, a problematic do want ability.
00:41:53 --> 00:41:56: They don't force AAAA.
00:41:56 --> 00:42:02: Excellent avoiding diva, maybe on 7 necessity that we're

pleased.
00:42:02 --> 00:42:05: The series is that it is more the Commerce.
00:42:05 --> 00:42:08: The proximity to a roxicet eternal summers.
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00:42:08 --> 00:42:13: Indians response compared server on Coogee their internals.
00:42:13 --> 00:42:17: Please do form a settles the full amount of Eli
00:42:17 --> 00:42:20: Janos politic kid like company.
00:42:20 --> 00:42:23: Must have been a plump union for Holidays.
00:42:23 --> 00:42:27: Not conference may sponsor sense measure.
00:42:27 --> 00:42:35: Do we need company? It's mostly fashion skeevy Marsha.
00:42:35 --> 00:42:36: Listen your favorite biscuit.
00:42:38 --> 00:42:40: So.
00:42:40 --> 00:42:43: On a detail.
00:42:43 --> 00:42:45: Now or not, is equipment at the villages.
00:42:45 --> 00:42:47: So should I keep it when I told you I'm
00:42:47 --> 00:42:50: not familiar with all large Marvel back on shoes,
00:42:50 --> 00:42:52: that was probably off also.
00:42:52 --> 00:42:55: Yeah, the amazing one way or two days off of
00:42:55 --> 00:42:59: work life balance after they were more impacted by

population
00:42:59 --> 00:43:01: pressures on the plasma is spot on her eye.
00:43:01 --> 00:43:03: A person we are all done.
00:43:03 --> 00:43:07: I have studies shown situational or pass key for sparing
00:43:07 --> 00:43:07: a concern.
00:43:07 --> 00:43:11: Oil after dollars more dope Ali Baba Yaga not fundamentally
00:43:11 --> 00:43:12: tartare.
00:43:12 --> 00:43:14: So let's see.
00:43:14 --> 00:43:16: He bought will look as soon as you.
00:43:16 --> 00:43:20: RE listed Sefton Populars more may come through the solid
00:43:20 --> 00:43:22: black construction ever.
00:43:22 --> 00:43:26: Any kadala Papas compare basking in wishek any.
00:43:26 --> 00:43:29: Whoever calls it has me logged more.
00:43:29 --> 00:43:32: For this processor, in a sudden at the construction and
00:43:32 --> 00:43:33: well aparecido mean large,
00:43:33 --> 00:43:35: more and more proactive than last month,
00:43:35 --> 00:43:37: I can escape the Inner harbor.
00:43:37 --> 00:43:40: They can share enough in the motor center is also
00:43:40 --> 00:43:40: going there.
00:43:40 --> 00:43:43: Last season. Vampire song from.
00:43:43 --> 00:43:46: So I put down. You said I will see you.
00:43:46 --> 00:43:49: We forget her machine, valid icula mobility,
00:43:49 --> 00:43:53: but her. Let Cliff you welfare for that position by
00:43:53 --> 00:43:57: virtue of procedures of African no poses to learn more.
00:43:57 --> 00:43:59: I think that I don't persist with Rushmore,
00:43:59 --> 00:44:04: of course. Since I actively sought discuses certain public

surpass
00:44:04 --> 00:44:05: you showed me in the clerk,
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00:44:05 --> 00:44:07: OK?
00:44:07 --> 00:44:11: After more now we lose weight.
00:44:11 --> 00:44:15: It suspect completely structurally sociologue trying

applesauce,
00:44:15 --> 00:44:20: Apple parity, the Stigmatises speaking deposit back.
00:44:20 --> 00:44:24: Poker math wiki provided for ammo refer.
00:44:24 --> 00:44:26: My bestie matches it comes out here on my lucky
00:44:26 --> 00:44:28: number for accidental sampling.
00:44:28 --> 00:44:31: Morella position beyond those colors Windows new order,
00:44:31 --> 00:44:32: P n'existe over scarcity.
00:44:34 --> 00:44:35: Let's see message.
00:44:37 --> 00:44:40: And I say almost location.
00:44:40 --> 00:44:41: Do consume Beatrice.
00:44:45 --> 00:44:49: But this too untypical mute we understand.
00:44:51 --> 00:44:52: Wait, wait.
00:44:54 --> 00:45:01: Merci beaucoup, but it question reponse Papa.
00:45:01 --> 00:45:03: We have evil Kevin just now,
00:45:03 --> 00:45:05: so let me know.
00:45:05 --> 00:45:07: Sandra
00:45:07 --> 00:45:13: mini in person. Can you clip art if you also?
00:45:13 --> 00:45:16: Keep acceptance, offer crazy, probably more secret on

Twinkies.
00:45:18 --> 00:45:23: Whenever the possibility for obstruction.
00:45:23 --> 00:45:24: No strings attached.
00:45:29 --> 00:45:31: It's possible.
00:45:31 --> 00:45:33: How are you?
00:45:33 --> 00:45:38: Affected also reply to that fake and catch a kiss
00:45:38 --> 00:45:39: it operates.
00:45:39 --> 00:45:41: We do the flexibility.
00:45:43 --> 00:45:48: Did anybody factory tool Bureau on a power or hopefully
00:45:48 --> 00:45:49: more people we work?
00:45:49 --> 00:45:52: Make Google see Doctor Don is expendable.
00:45:52 --> 00:45:57: Yes, I do think Atlas Pass keeper inflexibility dissolve.
00:45:57 --> 00:46:00: See bio Chicago.
00:46:00 --> 00:46:01: We don't expect to be bored.
00:46:01 --> 00:46:04: They're such as email from there.
00:46:04 --> 00:46:06: I don't know.
00:46:06 --> 00:46:09: About his team because you still want to skip ahead,
00:46:09 --> 00:46:11: ages about daughter.
00:46:11 --> 00:46:14: Dash. Sassy
00:46:14 --> 00:46:19: OK, but why? Tuesdays with you.
00:46:19 --> 00:46:21: They were injected with program elective Novak sicker,
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00:46:21 --> 00:46:26: something this pass. Yes, I just reported.
00:46:26 --> 00:46:28: So let's go.
00:46:28 --> 00:46:31: He did Tony. I don't think this is the program
00:46:31 --> 00:46:33: issue or in what comics.
00:46:33 --> 00:46:38: He says that we don't have a cellular promoters Expedia.
00:46:38 --> 00:46:40: I just recently I don't like when it says that
00:46:40 --> 00:46:42: I don't need for their financial.
00:46:42 --> 00:46:44: Local not on anymore.
00:46:44 --> 00:46:49: Hermeneutic method evolved, for example for the model and

establishing
00:46:49 --> 00:46:50: salpa Vasco really low memory,
00:46:50 --> 00:46:54: then got if you don't like Apple personally programmable.
00:46:57 --> 00:47:01: Spell Kiki. Could not imagine attributed pleasure for us.
00:47:01 --> 00:47:04: Are we alone?
00:47:04 --> 00:47:08: Who is composer Christian?
00:47:08 --> 00:47:13: Radically new chimariko. Now we see only metrics beyond

sniper.
00:47:13 --> 00:47:18: Foxy, more rest and red problem.
00:47:18 --> 00:47:22: Tony's sushi Erica DG season.
00:47:22 --> 00:47:24: Gabby
00:47:24 --> 00:47:26: really girly picture.
00:47:28 --> 00:47:29: No yeah yeah yeah.
00:47:32 --> 00:47:36: 82 D ploy 50 mochomo this passenger,
00:47:36 --> 00:47:41: a ecomo CD do chemo surgery on it.
00:47:41 --> 00:47:43: Yeah yeah, is it for more young St.
00:47:46 --> 00:47:48: If it's not on gathering,
00:47:48 --> 00:47:52: you don't get it. You don't limit classy.
00:47:52 --> 00:47:57: If it's more sound exactly or Kadri swap Azuki sessions
00:47:57 --> 00:47:58: will get more power?
00:47:58 --> 00:48:02: The Oboe Collaborative Fonseca Mozarabic yeah,
00:48:02 --> 00:48:05: component user.
00:48:05 --> 00:48:09: Sun Valley's baskets hard. If it's more pathology,
00:48:09 --> 00:48:12: it was a sybian.
00:48:12 --> 00:48:17: Country, so this solution keys keeper meter deep introduces

dozens
00:48:17 --> 00:48:19: in this past pathology.
00:48:19 --> 00:48:21: It is this past privative.
00:48:24 --> 00:48:26: The crew up his own party.
00:48:26 --> 00:48:29: Welcome, it's it. Before Simmons,
00:48:29 --> 00:48:35: DJ, Lucency, JetBlue that say that confidence edited on it
00:48:35 --> 00:48:39: yesterday on CERT potency and more allergy PD.
00:48:39 --> 00:48:41: He likes beer.
00:48:41 --> 00:48:45: And that means more we proposition 10 minutes more layers
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00:48:45 --> 00:48:47: EPD for this series.
00:48:47 --> 00:48:52: Adaptive smart building varlas Max Key is a ministry

Jacksonville
00:48:52 --> 00:48:54: party when you international.
00:48:54 --> 00:48:56: From now will be good ******
00:48:56 --> 00:48:58: ******.
00:48:58 --> 00:49:04: Yes, strong stronger men Uncle Courier not property

question,
00:49:04 --> 00:49:06: don't ask.
00:49:06 --> 00:49:08: You will see when you Pop.
00:49:08 --> 00:49:10: I scared you.
00:49:10 --> 00:49:14: I found that even less obvious.
00:49:14 --> 00:49:15: , string me national I start.
00:49:15 --> 00:49:18: He's annoying me me.
00:49:18 --> 00:49:22: Abundant exam director.
00:49:22 --> 00:49:25: A little open source. Open innovation with the service.
00:49:25 --> 00:49:29: Assisted programmers. Show legitimate for children

perspective.
00:49:32 --> 00:49:34: I don't know much about Demarest,
00:49:34 --> 00:49:36: said Christian.
00:49:36 --> 00:49:42: In certain conclusion, Ilic layer closure or Robbie Monari

Sidonis
00:49:42 --> 00:49:45: digital so numeric Dolly to Liberty,
00:49:45 --> 00:49:51: Mo Aiden Arena San Andrew Maxwell say come Yes Overton
00:49:51 --> 00:49:53: on an electrician.
00:49:53 --> 00:49:57: Already, you know, Robbie on the 1st element,
00:49:57 --> 00:50:00: problematic? See, I'm nearly numeric Dolly,
00:50:00 --> 00:50:03: but IMO it already larger in it is used.
00:50:03 --> 00:50:07: Measure is considered for Apple or Android,
00:50:07 --> 00:50:11: so City of Denver, Sanitarium else on Moto Economique SoC
00:50:11 --> 00:50:13: 284 is 60 K as sexy toy.
00:50:13 --> 00:50:17: A little detail that partition numeric.
00:50:17 --> 00:50:21: Don't see, but IMO it only seems remotely portion more
00:50:21 --> 00:50:22: the portions any.
00:50:22 --> 00:50:24: He would also come as a Poly.
00:50:24 --> 00:50:28: Do holons or Last Post covid and they're more square,
00:50:28 --> 00:50:31: she said. Yeah Central owns Eldora,
00:50:31 --> 00:50:36: 22 reservists more unneeded. So numeric Dolly Battimo is

already
00:50:36 --> 00:50:38: simple manager Pauline.
00:50:38 --> 00:50:41: See what I mean?
00:50:41 --> 00:50:45: Yeah. No, you cannot kiss.
00:50:45 --> 00:50:46: Who is young?
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00:50:48 --> 00:50:49: And kiss you.
00:50:52 --> 00:50:55: Alexis ability.
00:50:55 --> 00:50:57: Sweet.
00:50:57 --> 00:50:59: Demand with you plus more.
00:50:59 --> 00:51:01: Or we could create. I will tell him I told
00:51:01 --> 00:51:03: us when he pitched in a manner.
00:51:06 --> 00:51:10: Looks like a sample of rupees condominium.
00:51:10 --> 00:51:14: The absurdity of employment when I type more had the
00:51:14 --> 00:51:18: assist your Kitty or on where there's not really popular.
00:51:18 --> 00:51:23: Transport, Facebook. We may look good deal community

Dominic leaves
00:51:23 --> 00:51:27: on transfer paper a our system or Warren mobility Deuce.
00:51:27 --> 00:51:31: If it is the market value is open now with
00:51:32 --> 00:51:32: you.
00:51:32 --> 00:51:36: Sitting gestural that as soon as she's too I've only
00:51:36 --> 00:51:37: web young.
00:51:37 --> 00:51:41: He's a booby apportionable over pad at Jewel on Mount
00:51:41 --> 00:51:45: Moriah truly person there alternate have a year super Senior
00:51:45 --> 00:51:45: Saints.
00:51:48 --> 00:51:51: He said he may be over crazy keep.
00:51:51 --> 00:51:54: It says they keep us after Jeff City,
00:51:54 --> 00:51:57: Mo Lucia shortly, but IMO.
00:51:57 --> 00:52:02: Some folks on the salary kyokai maybe democratia.
00:52:02 --> 00:52:03: Maximum.
00:52:06 --> 00:52:10: Just found that people could talk leisurely.
00:52:10 --> 00:52:15: You can easy not only I don't kiss Joker.
00:52:15 --> 00:52:17: Spanish.
00:52:17 --> 00:52:21: More on the triple cover on it.
00:52:21 --> 00:52:23: Well, I want you home.
00:52:23 --> 00:52:25: You have squandered all is unknown.
00:52:27 --> 00:52:29: OK, see.
00:52:32 --> 00:52:33: Genocide.
00:52:33 --> 00:52:36: Occurs if I could.
00:52:36 --> 00:52:39: Normal beating.
00:52:39 --> 00:52:42: The pastor was depressing.
00:52:42 --> 00:52:44: Situation.
00:52:44 --> 00:52:48: Echo Digital put news lady.
00:52:48 --> 00:52:48: Who's your daddy?
00:52:50 --> 00:52:53: She forgot that I would let you.
00:52:53 --> 00:52:55: No, that was just a more fitted.
00:52:55 --> 00:52:57: Have open more privacy, negating it.
00:52:57 --> 00:52:58: Also waiting for my people.
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00:53:01 --> 00:53:04: No, so back with him.
00:53:04 --> 00:53:07: In particular, you don't come back to sell more.
00:53:07 --> 00:53:10: This one lady pray gradual is negative.
00:53:10 --> 00:53:13: Internal may obviously and get some sort of coworking

salute.
00:53:13 --> 00:53:15: The halfway distance. The coworking.
00:53:15 --> 00:53:20: Pretty local easy nowadays. Underwood is also served in the
00:53:20 --> 00:53:21: proximity.
00:53:21 --> 00:53:23: No clash muscular yet.
00:53:23 --> 00:53:26: How did they come to the property,
00:53:26 --> 00:53:29: with disastrous for austerity shoes at distance,
00:53:29 --> 00:53:32: allowing part as well as pass?
00:53:32 --> 00:53:36: We will proceed with that formation or numeric score.
00:53:36 --> 00:53:40: Now we see that factor numerical empyrea achy dosing.
00:53:40 --> 00:53:43: Considerably was critic.
00:53:43 --> 00:53:47: Not send you more, but if you did you get.
00:53:47 --> 00:53:48: This time it is a card.
00:53:48 --> 00:53:49: That is it yucky.
00:53:53 --> 00:53:56: Identify the needs of a compromise on 4 four companies.
00:53:56 --> 00:53:59: See me too sad to say.
00:53:59 --> 00:53:59: Wonderful.
00:54:02 --> 00:54:04: Alright, thank you.
00:54:04 --> 00:54:09: Definitely don't get confused.
00:54:09 --> 00:54:11: Here, that wasn't.
00:54:11 --> 00:54:15: The holy by people I can tell.
00:54:15 --> 00:54:19: Additionally, it is assumption.
00:54:19 --> 00:54:21: Not more or maybe depends on the structure.
00:54:23 --> 00:54:26: Papa unexpected
00:54:26 --> 00:54:28: did you like your trip is going?
00:54:30 --> 00:54:35: There's rapper Dominica albl.
00:54:35 --> 00:54:39: Add more Baker said mushroom that Hannah.
00:54:39 --> 00:54:43: If you want them, adequacy Holder cannot resource.
00:54:43 --> 00:54:46: You know Villa. So professional Beaver.
00:54:46 --> 00:54:52: Please agree Ablish posted the Shift joint player.
00:54:52 --> 00:55:00: Papa restaurant, Gila. Transactive reports constitute a film on

his
00:55:00 --> 00:55:01: own.
00:55:01 --> 00:55:05: Does she do the Banana Keeper funeral more laugh?
00:55:05 --> 00:55:09: What do they do? Need a platform that has ability
00:55:09 --> 00:55:14: and metroplus for crevice Wo prison crazy Colavito siswa.
00:55:14 --> 00:55:18: Projector skeever download. Junior questions.
00:55:18 --> 00:55:22: Economic monthly job message could phobia on Philly

garners register
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00:55:22 --> 00:55:27: militant is Charlotte possibility electricity that were the
platform for

00:55:27 --> 00:55:32: federal statute appears where he's able to confront your
commander

00:55:32 --> 00:55:35: longshoreman affair, AOC dig holes in room temp.
00:55:35 --> 00:55:38: Probably more movable than economique upon.
00:55:38 --> 00:55:41: See well, hope on sale for caffeine armor,
00:55:41 --> 00:55:44: set, smart City Swarup of the Bluetooth.
00:55:48 --> 00:55:52: Member is a Easter or ladder to venture.
00:55:52 --> 00:55:55: Capitalists can repair for this phenomena.
00:55:55 --> 00:55:56: Circle. Study clipart.
00:55:59 --> 00:56:03: Do the Munich sure effect again with properties as soon
00:56:03 --> 00:56:07: a cushion armor limit limit properties are Super Moshe

universe
00:56:07 --> 00:56:11: through the six premade limit Hopper is a strong or
00:56:11 --> 00:56:17: Audrey ever for sympathy basket system or limit Hopper's

adapt
00:56:17 --> 00:56:19: auto problem o'clock here.
00:56:19 --> 00:56:23: Showing the digital but their match in Exeter has to
00:56:23 --> 00:56:24: do certain chores,
00:56:24 --> 00:56:28: which mostly for what Neil Allophylus Ataxia has shown.
00:56:28 --> 00:56:32: So OSHA kilbree strokes after it was a permit.
00:56:32 --> 00:56:36: University Hospital is as soon.
00:56:36 --> 00:56:40: Athens owner it was he who considers reserved no passer
00:56:40 --> 00:56:41: Molson loving me.
00:56:41 --> 00:56:46: Papa don't design committee and cheaper.
00:56:46 --> 00:56:48: This afternoon
00:56:48 --> 00:56:51: what is closure with you?
00:56:51 --> 00:56:55: That model looks at issues with silver gavel fuzzy at
00:56:55 --> 00:56:58: Pawa Rabbit Trail C2 model.
00:56:58 --> 00:57:02: Alice, you receipt demand Emanuel Francois emails here

shortly.
00:57:02 --> 00:57:08: Cedar appear Hoover did only extremely important during

this truncated
00:57:08 --> 00:57:10: positions used your revenue.
00:57:10 --> 00:57:15: Sudafed effectiveness of 10% of the Modern Warfare

immobilier participer
00:57:15 --> 00:57:21: a prescription June Avila Prodigital Provisional Apries

accretive surely Nouvelle
00:57:21 --> 00:57:23: Technologie Kissimmee.
00:57:23 --> 00:57:27: So plus a larger was arbitrary.
00:57:27 --> 00:57:29: Something went wrong.
00:57:29 --> 00:57:32: Work with him. Yeah, he present on ecosystem.
00:57:32 --> 00:57:37: They protect Keystone Rd year at this position or the
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00:57:37 --> 00:57:40: constitutional mythical keeper met.
00:57:40 --> 00:57:45: After the meal, having officials showed Amanda that was

extremely
00:57:45 --> 00:57:45: passive mode.
00:57:45 --> 00:57:48: Yeah, open cell research glass or technique.
00:57:48 --> 00:57:51: You digital museum shows courage.
00:57:51 --> 00:57:56: Meridian secure. Emanuel crossword for Modesta in

problem.
00:57:56 --> 00:57:59: Jewish achiever.
00:57:59 --> 00:58:03: He said the literature that info block keep uni rafford
00:58:03 --> 00:58:07: on the update problem or don't wander so whenever they
00:58:07 --> 00:58:08: protect it,
00:58:08 --> 00:58:10: fearful of digital is a strong pair,
00:58:10 --> 00:58:14: masculine mobile offering for a profile in castles.
00:58:14 --> 00:58:18: Durably daughter, it was sebuku freezer to creative,
00:58:18 --> 00:58:21: ultra literate, well hopefully Sequoia Else Proposal,
00:58:21 --> 00:58:25: City weather. Merci beaucoup for Powell.
00:58:30 --> 00:58:32: No no no no no.
00:58:32 --> 00:58:34: This message.
00:58:34 --> 00:58:36: Wait, is the other waterings?
00:58:38 --> 00:58:40: The two specific one.
00:58:43 --> 00:58:45: Best.
00:58:45 --> 00:58:47: Message you have yet to offer.
00:58:51 --> 00:58:53: Matthew Quan
00:58:55 --> 00:58:56: um well.

This video transcript has been machine-generated, so it may not be accurate. It is for

personal use only. Reproduction or use without written permission is prohibited. If you

have a correction or for permission inquiries, please contact [email protected].
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